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Abstract 
 
The Kohonen self-organizing feature map (SOM) has several important 
properties that can be used within the data mining/knowledge discovery 
and exploratory data analysis process. A key characteristic of the SOM is 
its topology preserving ability to map a multi-dimensional input into a two 
dimensional form. This feature is used for classification and clustering of 
data. However, a great deal of effort is still required to interpret the cluster 
boundaries. In this paper we present a technique which can be used to 
extract propositional IF..THEN type rules from the SOM networks internal 
parameters.  Such extracted rules can provide a human understandable 
description of the discovered clusters. 
 
Keywords Kohonen Self-Organising Map, Rule Extraction, Data Mining, 
Knowledge Discovery 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in applying neural networks to data 
mining tasks [3, 17, 18].  Unfortunately, the architecture of most neural networks 
appears as a black box which requires a further stage of processing through 
extracting symbolic rules to provide a meaningful explanation of their internal 
operation [1, 16].  However, the majority of this work has concentrated on producing 
accurate models without considering the potential gains from understanding the 
details of these models [28, 19].  Recent work has to some extent addressed this 
problem but much work has still to be done [6, 13].  In this paper we outline our own 
methods of extracting rules from self-organising networks, assessing them for 
novelty, usefulness and comprehensibility. 
 
The Kohonen SOM [11] is probably the best known of the unsupervised neural 
network methods and has been used in many varied applications.  It is particularly 
suited to discovering input values that are novel and for this reason has been used in 
medical [22], industrial [10, 30] and commercial applications [31].  The SOM is often 
chosen because of its suitability for the visualization of otherwise difficult to interpret 
data.  The SOM performs a topology-preserving mapping of the input data to the 
output units. This enables a reduction in the dimensionality of the input data, 
rendering it more suitable for analysis and therefore also contributing towards forming 
links between neural and symbolic representations [29]. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that a trained SOM can provide initial 
information for extracting rules that describe the cluster boundaries.  Such an 
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automated procedure will require less skill from the users to interpret the 2-
dimensional output layer.  To demonstrate this, three data sets were used in the 
experimental work.  These consisted of the Iris, Monks and LungCancer data [9].  
These data sets were chosen since they are well known in the machine learning 
community and are frequently used in benchmarking new algorithms. 
 
The paper is structured as follows.  Section two describes the architecture of the 
Kohonen SOM and explains why it is particularly suited for data mining applications.  
Section three outlines how our knowledge extraction algorithm produces symbolic 
rules from the Kohonen SOM.  Section four shows how the extracted rules can be 
used in the knowledge discovery process and discusses the implications of the 
experimental work.  Section five presents the conclusions. 
 
2 The Kohonen SOM Architecture 
 
The basic Kohonen SOM has a simple 2-layer architecture.  Since its initial 
introduction by Kohonen several improvements and variations have been made to the 
training algorithm.  The SOM consists of two layers of neurons, the input and output 
layers.  The input layer presents the input data patterns to the output layer and is fully 
interconnected.  The output layer is usually organised as a 2-dimensional array of 
units which have lateral connections to several neighbouring neurons.  The 
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1  Architecture of the SOM. 
 
Each output neuron, by means of these lateral connections, is affected by the activity 
of its neighbours.  The activation of the output units according to Kohonens original 
work is given by equation 1.  The modification of the weights is given by equation 2: 
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where: Oj = activation of output unit j, Xi = activation value from input unit, Wji = 
lateral weights connecting to output unit, dj = neurons in neighbourhood, Fmin = unity 
function returning 1 or 0, Ș = gain term decreasing over time. 
 
The lateral connections enable the SOM to learn competitively, this means that the 
output neurons compete for the classification of the input patterns.  During training 
the input patterns are presented to the SOM and the output unit with the nearest 
weight vector will be classed as the winner.  Equation 1 shows how the Euclidean 
distance measure is used to select the winning neuron.  An important factor within 
SOM competitive learning is the neighbourhood function.  This function determines 
the number of output neurons activated by a given input pattern.  The neighbourhood 
size generally shrinks as training progresses until only one neuron is active.  This 
property is very important for topology preservation. 
 
The unsupervised learning ability of the SOM enables it to be used for exploratory 
data analysis since no a-priori structural information about the data is necessary.  One 
of the most important characteristics of SOMs is the ability to preserve the topology 
of the original target object.  The target object is generally of higher dimensionality 
than the layer of network output units and therefore a degree of dimensionality 
reduction occurs [26]. 
 
Problems can occur when the structure of the modelled data is too dissimilar from the 
output layer's structure.  This effect is known as topology distortion and has a direct 
impact on the quality and interpretability of the SOM.  A detailed analysis of the 
effects of topology distortion was made by Li et al based on topology theory [12].  
Further work by Villmann [27] has demonstrated that an analysis of topology 
preservation can lead to improved performance.  Villmann was able to use such an 
analysis to build a SOM type network that grew the required number of output units 
rather than pre-specify a possible architecture.  Previous work also involves growing a 
network structure [7]. 
 
The key application of the SOM is for visual inspection of the formed clusters.  
Therefore, recent work by Rubio on the development of new techniques for visual 
analysis of the SOM is of interest [21].  These techniques include what Rubio calls a 
grouping neuron (GN) algorithm that alters the positions of the neurons according to 
their reference vectors.  The objective is to impose an ordering on the map that 
enables faster computation time and allows simplification of neuron labelling. 
 
However, a technique that does not require visual inspection in order to perform 
knowledge extraction is desirable.   
 
3 Knowledge Extraction and Representation 
 
Very little work has appeared in the literature regarding rule extraction from 
unsupervised/SOM type networks [24].  This is surprising considering the importance 
of unsupervised methods when applied to exploratory data analysis applications.  
Bahamonde used the SOM to cluster symbolic rules for their semantic similarity but 
not as a direct extraction process from the SOM's internal weights and 
interconnections [2].  Despite their powers of visualization, SOMs cannot provide a 
full explanation of their structure and composition without further detailed analysis.  
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One method towards filling this gap is the unified distance matrix or U-matrix 
technique of Ultsch [25].  The U-matrix technique calculates the weighted sum of all 
Euclidean distances between the weight vectors for all output neurons.  The resulting 
values can be used to interpret the clusters created by the SOM. 
 
The following example shows how the U-matrix is computed, for simplicity a 4x1 
sized SOM is considered. This linear SOM will produce a 7x1 U-matrix, composed of 
the following elements: 
 
U = [U(1), U(1, 2), U(2), U(2, 3), U(3), U(3, 4), U(4)] 
 
Where: U(i,j) is the distance between the neurons and U(k) is the average of the 
surrounding inter-neuron weights. The U(k) values are easily calculated e.g. 
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Fig. 2 shows the boundaries produced by a SOM trained on the Iris data set. 
 
 
Fig. 2  U-matrix showing cluster boundaries of Iris data set. 
 
3.1 The Rule Extraction Process 
 
Our proposed rule extraction process is outlined in fig. 3 using pseudo-code. 
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 Train SOM with data set 
 Produce U-matrix for components as a total and individually 
 Specify error threshold for boundaries 
 for i = number of classes{ 
  Calculate boundary[i] from total component U-matrix 
  for j = no. of individual components{ 
   calculate position boundary[i] on individual component[j] U-matrix  
if individual component[j] boundary is within error threshold then{ 
    map individual component[j] boundary to components map values 
    take the mean of each unit value along the border 
    use value as a rule to represent that particular cluster boundary 
  } 
  } 
 } 
 
Fig. 3  Rule extraction algorithm. 
 
3.2 Identifying Cluster Boundaries 
 
Boundaries from the components/U-matrix are selected beginning at the first 
candidate border unit (in our experiments this is the top left most unit, however the 
starting position is not critical), extract the value of the currently selected unit to its 
adjacent units. To extract the boundary we must first calculate which of the two 
neighbouring units would be the strongest candidate to form such a boundary. This is 
achieved by using relative differences of the candidate border unit (see Fig. 4).  The 
two selected neighbouring units with the highest relative difference are identified as 
candidate boundary units. 
 
 
 (a)  (b) 
 
Fig. 4  a Candidate border units and, b the six neighbouring units (a,b,c,d,e,f) to the selected unit (x). 
 
The difference between the distance of the mean of the current unit (x) and two other 
candidate boundary units to the mean of the distance of the remaining neighbouring 
units (in this instance four others), divided by the range of those remaining neighbours 
ranges.  We have called this measure the Boundary Difference Value (BDV).  
 
O
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where ML is mean of 3 selected candidate boundary units, MO is mean of other 
remaining neighbouring units and RO is range of remaining neighbouring units. 
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Once each combination of candidate boundary units has been calculated, the units 
with the highest BDV are those selected as the most likely units to form a boundary.  
This process is repeated for each unit on the U-matrix until the strongest boundary 
candidates have been selected for each one.  The next step involves searching for the 
highest BDV and forming the boundary along the subsequent highest BDV 
neighbouring units.  Fig. 5 illustrates this process; the line indicating the boundary 
which is automatically formed from this process.  In Fig. 5, the size of the circle is 
directly proportional to the value of the BDV, i.e. the largest circle indicates the 
highest BDV value.  This process is repeated until the number of boundaries is 
sufficient to identify all of the clusters (i.e. the number of classes required).  In Fig. 5, 
two clusters are required so therefore only one boundary is necessary. 
 
 
Fig. 5  BDV Plot with boundary indicated by solid line. 
 
3.3 Identifying Key Input Features 
 
Once the process of selecting boundaries is complete, they are now related to the 
components (input features) to identify the important ones.  To undertake this, two 
steps are required; (i) the boundaries for each individual component must be identified 
and, (ii) the already extracted boundaries from the total U-matrix are compared with 
each of these individual component boundaries.  If a match is found between a 
component's boundary and that of the total U-matrix boundary then that component is 
considered important and is of significance to the clustering process.  Similarity 
between boundary patterns for a component and the U-matrix have been found to 
indicate that those components have an influence upon the clustering process and are 
therefore considered important.  Fig. 6 illustrates this process; boundaries are shown 
as white lines on the components (input features) and on the BDV plot. 
 
 
Fig. 6  Selecting important components. 
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Once the important variables have been identified, the final stage of the process is to 
extract the variables which will be used to form the rules.  For each identified 
important component, the boundaries which have already been correlated to each 
component are now translated onto the plots of the actual component values.  A single 
rule is formed by simply extracting the values from the positions of the previously 
extracted boundaries and then taking the mean of these values.  Fig. 7 illustrates this 
process; in Component 1 the mean value of the units upon which the boundary line 
falls is calculated as 0.04. 
 
 
Fig. 7  Extracting values from the component plane. 
 
4 The Data Mining Process 
 
In order for the knowledge extraction process previously described to produce useful 
results, a further step is required; that of data mining.  A popular and insightful 
definition of data mining and knowledge discovery states that, to be truly successful 
data mining should be the process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and 
ultimately comprehensible knowledge from databases that is used to make crucial 
business decisions [4].  Furthermore, on evaluation, this leads us to conclude that the 
following properties must be present within a successful application of data mining 
 
x Nontrivial; rather than simple computations, complex processing is required to 
uncover the patterns that are buried in the data. 
x Valid; the discovered patterns should hold true for new data. 
x Novel; the discovered patterns should be new to the organisation. 
x Useful; the organisation should be able to act upon these patterns and enable it 
to become more profitable, efficient, etc. 
x Comprehensible; the new patterns should be understandable to the users and 
add to their knowledge. 
 
Therefore the most important issue in knowledge discovery is how to determine the 
value or interestingness of the patterns generated by the data mining algorithms.  Two 
approaches can be used; (i) objective measures, which require the application of some 
data-driven method such as the coverage, completeness or confidence of the extracted 
rule set and, (ii) subjective or user-driven measures which rely on the domain experts 
beliefs and expectations to assess the discovered rules.  The rules extracted from the 
SOM using our proposed technique were evaluated by objective interestingness 
measure. 
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4.1 Objective Interestingness Measures 
 
Freitas enhanced the original measures developed by Piatetsky-Shapiro [20] by 
proposing that future interestingness measures could benefit from by taking into 
account certain criteria [5, 6]. 
 
x Disjunct size; the number of attributes selected by the induction algorithm is 
of interest.  Rules with fewer antecedents are generally perceived as being 
easier to understand.  However, those rules consisting of a large number of 
antecedents may be worth examining as they may refer either to noise or a 
special case. 
x Misclassification costs; these will vary from application to application as 
incorrect classifications can be more costly depending on the domain, e.g. a 
false negative is more damaging than a false positive in Cancer detection. 
x Class distribution; some classes may be under represented by the available 
data and may lead to poor classification accuracies, etc. 
x Attribute ranking; certain attributes may be better at discriminating between 
the classes than others.  So discovering attributes present in a rule that were 
thought previously not to be important is probably worth investigating further. 
 
Work by McGarry used several of these techniques to evaluate the importance of rules 
extracted from RBF neural networks to discover their internal operation [14, 15, 16].  
However, the statistical strength of a rule or pattern is not always a reliable indication 
of novelty or interestingness.  Those relationships with strong correlations usually 
produce rules that are well known, obvious or trivial.  Additional methods must be 
used to detect interesting patterns. 
 
4.2 Subjective Interestingness Measures 
 
Subjective measures have been developed in the past and generally operate by 
comparing the users beliefs against the patterns discovered by the data mining 
algorithm.  There are techniques for devising belief systems and typically involve a 
knowledge acquisition exercise from the domain experts [13].  Other techniques use 
inductive learning from the data and some also refine an existing set of beliefs 
through machine learning.  Silberschatz and Tuzhilin view subjective interesting 
patterns as those more likely to be unexpected and actionable [23]. 
 
4.3 Rule Generation 
 
The data mining and knowledge discovery process begins with the training of the 
Kohonen network.  The three data sets used are described in Table 1. 
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Table 1  Description of the data sets used in the experimentation. 
 
Data Set No. of 
Examples 
No. of 
Attributes
No. of 
Classes
Description 
Iris 150 4 2 Data describes three 3 iris flower 
classes, two of which are not linearly 
separable from each other.  
Attributes are petal length and width 
and sepal length and width. 
Monks 124 6 2 This data contains a binary 
classification (monk or not_monk) 
over a six-attribute discrete domain.  
Attributes describe the robots 
appearance, e.g. head_shape, 
body_shape. 
LungCancer 32 56 3 The data describes 3 types of 
pathological lung cancers.    The 
Authors give no information on the 
individual variables. 
 
 
The process is completed when the symbolic rules are extracted.  Interpreting the 
cluster boundaries of the network in the form of rules makes explicit to the user such 
parameters as the important input variables and so leads to knowledge discovery.  To 
understand how these values can now be used as rules to describe the clusters, we first 
look at how the data has been mapped in the SOM.  Fig. 8 shows visually how the 
different classes in the Monks data set have clustered in the SOM.  It becomes 
apparent using the rule extraction technique that there are several clusters which each 
relate to a single class and it is this clustering process that we are trying to represent in 
the extracted rules.  By projecting the boundaries over the histogram it can be seen 
that the rules can partition a cluster. 
 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
Fig. 8  Histogram showing component planes used to form the rules and their values with scale (down 
right hand side of each histogram) for a SOM trained with the various data sets; a Iris data set  
components describe the petal length and width, b Monks data set  components describe various 
characteristics of a robot, such as whether they were holding an object and the head shape, and c 
LungCancer data set  components describe various characteristics of the three forms of lung cancer.  
The shaded hexagons indicate the value of the SOM at a particular location. 
 
The extracted rules are in the format of symbolic, propositional rules in conjunctive 
normal form.  Each rule consists of an antecedent that describes the cluster 
characteristics and a consequent pertaining to a cluster.  Class label information may 
be assigned to make the rules more readable.  For example, the Monks Data set 
produced the following rules presented in Fig. 9. 
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1 If PetalL < 2.8 and  
If PetalW < 0.75 then Setosa 
 
2 If PetalL > 2.8 and  
If PetalL< 5 then Versicolor 
 
3 If PetalL > 5 then Virginica 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
1 If Headshape < 2 and 
  If Holding  1.7 then Not Monk 
 
3 If Headshape < 2 and 
  If Holding <1.7 then Monk 
 
4 If Headshape  2 and 
  If Has_tie < 1.5 then Monk 
 
5 If Headshape  2 and 
  If Has_tie  1.5 and 
   If Holding < 1.7 then Not Monk 
 
6 If Headshape  2 and 
  If Has_tie  1.5 and 
  If Holding  1.7 then Monk 
 
(b) 
 
 
 
1  If Attr20 <1 and 
If Attr6 >2.5 and  
If Attr39 <=2.25 and  
If Attr47 <= 2.3 then class1 
 
2 If Attr20 >=1 and  
If Attr6 <=2.5 and  
If Attr39 <=2.25 and 
If Attr47 <= 2.3 then class2 
 
3 Else default is class 3 
 
(c) 
 
Fig. 9  Rules extracted from the SOM trained on the various data sets; a Iris data set, b Monks data set 
and c lung cancer data set. 
 
Rules were extracted using our described technique from SOM's trained on the three 
data sets and the results are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2  Experimental results indicating accuracy and number and coverage of disjuncts of extracted 
rules for each data set. 
 
Data set No 
classes 
Overall Rule 
Accuracy(%)
No. 
Disjuncts 
Coverage of 
Disjuncts 
Concept 
1 50 Setosa 
1 50 Versicolor 
Iris 3 95.3 
2 25, 25 Virginica 
1 8 CancerClass1 
1 10 CancerClass2 
LungCancer 3 71.9 
1 14 CancerClass3 
3 13, 32, 31 Monk Monks 2 61.3 
2 33, 15 Not_Monk 
 
 
5 Discussion 
 
The results presented in Table 2 show a variation in the accuracy of the rules to 
classify the data.  An important feature to consider when applying our described rule 
extraction process is that the rules produced are an accurate representation of the 
SOM produced for each particular data set.  As such, if the trained SOM does not 
readily cluster the data, then the rules produced will reflect this.  For example, the 
highest accuracy achieved in literature through use of KNN method upon the 
LungCancer data set is 77% [9].  Our rule extraction method provides rules which are 
71.9% accurate.  Since 77% can be seen as the threshold, the rules extracted simply 
reflect this and hence are not ~100% accurate.  Fig. 10 shows the clustering process 
achieved by our SOM experiments for the LungCancer and Iris data sets.  A visual 
inspection of (a) can quickly reveal that the training process has not resulted in 
completely linearly separable clusters for LungCancer data whilst for (b) the data has 
clustered more readily.  For example, in (a) class 3 generally appears in the top left 
hand corner of the map, however there is a small cluster at the top right and the 
bottom right.  Such features are responsible for the inherent error rate within the rules 
extracted and the difference in such an error rate between data sets. 
In terms of objective interestingness measures, the number of disjuncts for each data 
set is low.  Each class is represented by, at most, 3 disjuncts and the lowest coverage 
for a single disjunct is 8 and has, therefore, avoided the problems associated with 
small disjuncts [8]. 
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 (a) (b) 
 
Fig. 10  SOM Clustering of a Lung_Cancer data set and b Iris data set 
 
 
6 Conclusions 
 
In this paper, we have proposed a technique for the automatic extraction of rules from 
trained SOMs.  The technique performs an analysis of the U-matrix translated from a 
trained SOM to form boundaries which are then related to individual components.  
The technique proposed succeeds in extracting (i) the important components which 
are responsible for the clustering and (ii) the important values of these components 
which can be used to describe the clusters formed.  These individual component 
boundaries are then used to extrapolate values which can then form the basis of 
propositional IF..THEN type rules.  These simple rules can be easily exploited by an 
expert or decision support system and are easily interpretable to an expert.  The use of 
rule extraction from SOMs should be viewed as a complementary approach to the 
available data visualization techniques.  When used in conjunction with such methods 
as U-matrix analysis, it will provide a comprehensive exploratory data analysis tool. 
Whilst the rules extracted accurately represent the trained SOM in cases where 
clustering has readily occurred, they also reflect any deficiencies where clustering did 
not occur.  Therefore, one important factor when assessing the applicability of our 
technique is the underlying accuracy of the clustering process performed by the SOM.  
Clearly, in cases where the SOM fails to readily cluster the data, the resulting rules 
will reflect this underlying inaccuracy. 
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